Creating Wealth
from
Advanced Engineering

More about Economic History
Than
“How to Get Rich Quick”

What is the relationship between
Scientific Innovation and
Economic Activity ?
• Why don't inventors capture the value of their inventions?
• How important are patents?

• Why do some companies grow to be very big
– And others not ?
• Who captures the benefits and why?

• What is the role of the State?
• What is the role of Venture Capital ?

World War 2 Binoculars
• 120x20 marked Nikko

• Could these be real?
• Who made them ?
• Is it really a Cooke Triplet lens ?

• Were the lenses really made by Carl Zeiss?
• And why would anyone make such amazing binoculars?

The Cooke Triplet Lens
• Invented by Dennis Taylor in 1893

– Chief Designer at Cooke Optical Co of York
– Ignored by Cooke management
– Licensed to Taylor Taylor and Hobson of Leicester

– and Voigtlander

The Cooke Triplet
A Cooke triplet comprises a negative flint glass
element in the centre with a crown glass element on
each side. In this design, the sum of all the curvatures
times indices of refraction can be zero, so that the field
of focus is flat (zero Petzval field curvature).
In other words, the negative lens can be as strong
as the outer two combined, when one measures in
dioptres, yet the lens will converge light, because the
rays strike the middle element close to the optic axis.
The curvature of field is determined by the sum of the
dioptres, but the focal length is not.
At the time, the Cooke triplet was a major advancement
in lens design. It was superseded by later designs in
high-end cameras, but is still widely used in
inexpensive cameras, including variations using
aspheric elements, particularly in cell-phone cameras.

History of the Photographic lens
Rudolph Kingslake
• 1840 Joseph Petzval begins designing lenses
mathematically
• 1886 – high index Crown glass becomes available
• 1893 – invention of Cooke Triplet

What made the Cooke Triplet
possible?
• Combination of
– Optical Design – mathematical

– Optical Polishing
– High Index Crown Glass

Cooke Triplet
• 1903 Zeiss introduce the Tessar lens
• 4 element lens like a Cooke triplet but the rear element is a
plano convex doublet
• Designed by Paul Rudolph
• Some controversy over whether this was a natural
development or an obvious way to break the Cooke triplet
patent.

• Nevertheless by 1914 the patent has expired and the Cooke
Triplet is in widespread use, especially in Binoculars

Are they Carl Zeiss lenses ?
• Carl Zeiss (1816 -1888)

• 1846 establishes microscope repair workshop in Jena
• 1866 engages Ernst Abbe to do Optical design
• Abbe – Mathematician and physicist – lecturer at Jena

• 1872 – all Zeiss lenses designed with Abbe principles and
calculations
• 1882 Otto Schott comes to Jena and begins developing
speciality glasses for Zeiss lenses.
• 1903 – Carl Zeiss employs over 1300 people making
optical instruments and binoculars.

Imperial Japanese Navy
• Meiji restoration -1868-1912
– emergence of Japan as a market economy and
industrial power
• 1880-1914 Japanese Navy procures Steam powered iron
hulled battleships
– Built by Vickers of UK
– Driven by Russo – Japanese War

• Huge guns with optical range finders – Barr and Stroud
• Zeiss Binoculars – standard issue in Japanese Navy
– widely considered to be the best binoculars available.

Ryuzo Fujii
• Born in 1871
• Joins Navy

– Recognises strategic importance of optical instruments
– Pre radar
• 1898-1901 studies Optical design and Production in Jena

• 1909 leaves Navy– opens Binocular repair workshop
– With his brother Kojo Fujii
– Fujii Lens Seizo Sho

• 1912 – Fujii Lens make first binoculars
– copy of the Victor 8x20
– probably using German speciality glass

World War 1
• Supplies of speciality glass to Japan disrupted by War

• 1915 Japanese Navy begins Optical Glass Manufacture and
Research
• 1917 Nippon Kogaku (Japanese Optical) company formed
from the merger of 3 companies:
– Fujii Lens Seiko Sho

– Tokyo Keiko Sewaka Sho (optical measuring
imstruments)
– Iwaki Glass

– Investment by Mitsubishi

Nippon Kogaku KK
(later to become Nikon)
• Ryuzo Fujii is Founder and Board member
• 1918 – post war he returns to Jena and visits Zeiss, Schott
and Goerz (camera maker)
• 1921 8 German engineers join Nippon Kogaku on a 5 year
contract.
• Heinrich Acht stays till 1928
– Designs first Nikkor lens

– Trains Kakeno Suneyama who becomes Manager and
Chief Optical Designer of Nippon Kogaku

Inter War Years
• 1923 The Great Kanto earthquake

– Destroys Japanese Naval Optical Research institute and
the Nippon Kogaku factory
– Massive Government investment leads to Nippon
Kogaku becoming R & D arm of Japanese Navy
• Nippon Kogaku designs and manufactures military optics

– Rangefinders, binoculars, telescopes, periscopes,
cameras
– Develops motorised miniature camera for aircraft
reconnaisance

World War 2
• 1940 Tripartite agreement Japan Italy Germany

– Massive technical transfer from Germany to Japan
• By 1945 Nippon Kogaku employs more than 23000 people
in 19 factories

• Aug 15 1945 Japan surrenders
• Aug 16 and 17 Board of Nippon Kogaku meets
– Workforce reduces from 23000 to 1900

– Decide to refocus on consumer products
• Binoculars, telescopes, measuring instruments
• Integration of mechanics and electronics

Nikon
1945 - 1950
• November 1945 – work begins on first consumer camera

• Nippon Kogaku renamed Nikon
• February 1948 Nikon Model 1 Camera is launched
• 1950 – Nikon sells 100,000 cameras

The Binoculars
• Are they real ?

• Nikko is a brand name used by Nippon Kogaku
• Probably is a Cooke Triplet lens
– Widely used in binoculars

• But lenses made not by Carl Zeiss but by Nippon Kogaku

National Science Museum Tokyo

What happened to the Cooke
Optical Company ?
• 1893 Taylor Taylor and Hobson produce Cooke branded lenses

– Mainly for cinema projection and portrait photography
– Some aerial cameras made in WW1
• TTH acquired by Bell and Howell in 1930

• TTH sold to Rank in 1946 – becomes Rank Taylor Hobson
– Rank was a British Film maker

• 1994 RTH bought by Schroeder Ventures
– Becomes Taylor Hobson
• 1998 Cooke Optics formed from Taylor Hobson Optical Div.

• 2004 TH acquired by Ametek

What happened to the Cooke
Optical Company ?
1915 Vickers acquired a controlling stake in the company.
In 1922 Vickers merged it with Troughton & Simms to form
Cooke, Troughton & Simms.

In 1924 the company became a wholly owned subsidiary of
Vickers.
During the Second World War, the company employed 3,300
people.
In 1963 the company was renamed Vickers Instruments.

Some Lessons 1
• Cooke triplet a very important step in Optical Design

– Still in widespread use today
– BUT needs special glass to optimise its use

• Abbe realised that and Schott developed it
•

But it wasn't a platform for success for Cooke Optical
Co.

•

Patents are of limited life, and can be invented around

• Military demand and necessity were key drivers in the
formation of Nikon

– As was the massive and rapid refocus of its capabilities
to Post War consumers
• The Kanto earthquake focussed resources in Japan

Some Lessons 2
• Process Knowledge is much harder to copy
– Patents force disclosure

– But transfer of trained people is important
• Heinrich Acht and co were crucial in that transfer
• Inventions don't often stand alone – they need other things
to realise them
– Glass manufacture, polishing eqpt, instrument design,
mathematical principles
– Complementary Assets

Economic History
• Technology takes a long time to commercialise
– printing press, steam, car, computer, laser

• Needs other subsidiary inventions
– Inks, metallurgy, scripts, paper, presses
– Tyres, roads, fuels, electronics

• Generates new demands
– Railways and telegraphy

• Incremental and slow process
– But getting faster

• Technology changes the rules
– Displaces incumbents, breaks monopolies

Venture Capital…
• Venture Capital Investors want their money back
• Typically an 8 year fund life
– 5 years of investing
– 3 years of harvesting
• Exit routes
– Trade sales
– Stock Market Flotations (IPO)
• Strong focus on IT, Healthcare – high growth
industries
• Engineering start up companies are rarely suitable
for VC investment
– Timescales are too long!
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Hampshire Instruments
A cautionary tale
• Formed in 1984 to make X-Ray Steppers
– Moshe Lubin – developed X Ray lasers at
Rochester
• 75 Million Dollars of Venture Capital
– Harvard University, Venrock
• Bankrupt in 1993
– Failed to sell a single system
– Too early for the market – optical lithography
continued to improve
– Massive underestimate of capital required

First Mover Advantages
• Rarely Exist for start-ups
• Pioneers
– End up face down in the dirt with arrows in their back

• Distribution channels are usualyl the hardest part
of building a business
• Second Movers appear once you have established
a significant market
– Large capable companies are “Fast second”....

Ideas are cheap……
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inert
Numerous
Cheap
Go mostly unexploited
An Idea is NOT an Opportunity
The problem of the ‘Inventor’ :
– Implementation is the difficult part
– Genius is 1% inspiration 99% perspiration

• Execution :
– Team, Resources, Talent and skill, Experience
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Success often comes from
unexpected directions
• Very often the application of a technology is a
long way from the original idea
• Phonograph – Edison 1877
• Intel – 1971 SRAM memory.
– From a Japanese calculator chip to the IBM PC.

• He-Ne laser – bar code scanners
• Commercialisation is essentially an adaptive
process
• ‘you have to kiss a lot of frogs to find a prince’
• Technology is a basket of options on the future

Who would have predicted :
•

Fracking gas – lead to energy independence for USA

• slow take up of Electric Vehicles
• Japanese Tsunami leads to Germany decommissioning its
nuclear reactors
• SatNav on your iPhone
– Tom Tom share price down by 15x since 2008

• The fall of Nokia and Blackberry.
• The demise of Kodak and Polaroid
• The success of ASML over Nikon and Canon in Wafer
Steppers.....
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What you call the technology does not
matter – the issues are always the same
• People – experienced adaptive management team

• Good Product and strong IP or process know how
• Good Customers – who where etc
• Market size and growth rates

• Scale up issues
• You still have to kiss a lot of frogs….
– And drown some puppies…..
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Don’t Forget That….
• The world is changing rapidly
• Being best is insufficient
– and being first might be a disadvantage!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hiring good people is hard
Making things is really really hard!
Selling is hard
Kissing frogs can be quite unpleasant
You may not recognise a Prince even when you find one
You don't appreciate how much you don't understand…
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• The longest journey begins with just a small step…….

•

Thank You for Listening
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